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Fill in the blanks (use the following list)

catalyst chemical coefficient

negative polyatomic rate
combustion
reactants

Date:

Chemistry Review

endothermic
synthesis

1. A rC3property is one that involves the production of a new substance.

2. The starting materials in chemical reactions are called r’toC+ef+i

3. The electron is a subatomic particle that has a rthr- charge.

4. An ion that contains more than one atom is called a

5. The number written in front of a chemical compound is called a

___________

6. The burning of a substance is called

7. A reaction between elements is a

____________

reaction.

8. The speed at which a reaction occurs is the r. of reaction.

9. A reaction that absorbs heat is called ent(nuC.

10. A substance that speeds up chemical reactions is called a

______________

B. True or False (If the statement is false, rewrite the statement to make it true)

11. Compounds that contain carbon and hydrogen are called i4,,.uwp’wnis.

F c
12. Another term for bQnding capacity is oxidation number.

13. Arn _-‘l metal element forms an ion with a 1- ionic charge.

F o1k.’ IlL
14. A skeleton equation describes only the names of the reactants and products.

1
15. The Low of Conservation of Mass states that the numbers of atoms of reactants and products must be the same.

16. The reaction of barium nitrate and sodium sulphide would be a double displacement reaction.

17. Grinding a solid into a dust increases its surface area.

C. Similarities/bifferences (describe similarities/differences between each pair)

18. physical property, chemical property 19. proton, neutron
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22. single displacement, double displacement 23. synthesis, decompçsition
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21. ionic compound, covalent compound
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b. Multiple choice (Choose the best answer)
6. What is the formula for the compound sodium sulphate?

a) 5504
b)Na25
c) Na52
Cj Na2504

27. What is the name of the compound PCI3?

a) phosphorus chloride
b) potassium carbide
c) phosphate chloride

J phosphorus trichioride

28. What type of reaction occurs between magnesium and hydrogen chloride?

a) synthesis
b) decomposition

) single displacement
d) double displacement

29. What type of reaction occurs between sodium and chlorine?

synthesis
b) decomposition
c) single displacement
d) double displacement

30. What type of reaction occurs between magnesium carbonate and ammonium nitrate?

a) synthesis
b) decomposition

c) single displacement

‘d) double displacement

31. When Alkaseltzer is ground into a powder, it reacts more quickly in water. This is an example of the effect of:

a) concentration
surface area

c) temperature
d) a catalyst

32. Cake batter rises when the cake is baked. This is an example of the effect of:

a) concentration
b) surface area

temperature
d) a catalyst

33. The sum of the coefficients from the following balanced equation is

4iq) + O2(g) 4 2K20()
a) 11
b)6
c)7
d) 8



E. Naming (fill in the following chart)

Name

_____-___ ______

Formula

c&n broriick. NaBr

lithium phosphate 1 ‘PO÷

acLc MgI2

calcium carbonate Co CO3

C.OLLA* flI(O#€ Ca(N03)2

silver iodide

. jgt — FeCI3

aluminum bromide P.A 643

p+R5(cfl SA1phGkP

‘ phosphorus trichloride PC’

cro” 4 itb.’rjtv j cgr4

dinitrogen peritoxide 0 c3

SLAI’h” 4?ck1o SJ.r- SCI4

lead(IT)oxide



F. Blancing (balance the following equations and identify the type of reaction)

— 8r2(9)+ KI(Gq) KBI’(uq) + —12(g) Type: ‘ø

35. + 02(c) - I.. KO Type: “j fl%ScI

No(s) + °2(g) Na2O() Type: 4LSt3 /coysbAfr*F

37. 1. Sr> + N2(9) -> —Sr3N2() Type: syn+t’iC5 S

38. ... Na(s) + — N2(9) - .._a NQ3N() Type:

39. zinc + iron(III)nitrate - iron + zinc nitrate

3m + F€(io — Fe 3tn(’o) Type: S;1hGjC 4’1Cc4

40. magnesium carbonate - magnesium oxide + carbon dioxide

fO 1-
Type:___________

41. silver nitrate + calcium iodide - silver iodide + calcium nitrate

2 Rt COLI1 -“2 4. Type: ckO’IC &CAVte4+

42. potassium + oxygen - potassium oxide

4 ( ÷ O — zo Type: cObA4Th( /s7Lc

. Bonding(Using electron dot diagrams, show how the following molecules are formed)

43. lithium and sulphur
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_______________

Chemical_formula I CheIcoI_name
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44. carbon and oxygen
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Bond type Chemical formula Chemical noe

I I COD. I
H. tiagrams (Draw Bohr-Rutherford Diagrams for the following)
f5• Pt31’’ 46. Aluminum ion, Al3
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